
7th PoreLab Junior Forum
October 28th 2022

Time What
10:00 (Unofficial meet & greet at PoreLab Lunchroom w. coffee)

- If you have not done so yet, come see the offices and meet people!
- We will gather in in the lunch-room at the PoreLab@NTNU offices. Here is a link to the Building on
Google Maps and here is one for the room on Mazemap. There is a lock on the door up to the office, so
just wait in the lobby and we will come and fetch you.

11:30 (Lunch, served in PoreLab meeting room)
- The lunch is covered by PoreLab. Afterwards, we will walk over the building where we will have the
Junior Forum.

12:30 Junior Forum starts, greetings
- The room for the Junior Forum is at Valgrinda 2000, two minutes from the PoreLab offices, see this
Mazemap-link.

12:45 Presentation from "senior" members of Junior Forum
- The seniors present a single slide about themselves and their work.

13:15 Presentation of new members
- We will start the presentations of the new members after the seniors are done. If we are pressed for
time, we will continue after the presentation by Ingrid.

14:50 Break + coffee
15:00 Presentation from Ingrid Heggland: «Open Science - What, why and how?»

- Heggland is a senior research librarian NTNU University Library, and since it is Open Access week,
she will be talking with us about just that: open access. A description of the talk:
« Open Science provides new opportunities, but also entails that researchers are met by new requirements
and expectations. In this presentation we introduce Open Science, including Open Access and Open
data, and discuss some of the different aspects and best practices. We will also talk a bit about relevant
guidelines and requirements, and give examples of tools and support services, from Data Management
Plans to research data archiving. »

16:00-ish Break + coffee
16:15 Games!

- HyeJeong from PoreLab@NTNU has planned something fun and informal for us!
17:15-ish Break + coffee
17:30 Discussion: what happens after PoreLab?

- What will the constituents that make up PoreLab do after the SFF-center dismantles? How will we keep
in touch? What are the new natural avenues of research for the research groups?

18:30-ish End of forum
- We greatly appreciate feedback on the forum (program, format etc.) at the end, if anyone has constructive
criticism or comments.

19:30 Meet at restaurant
- After the forum is done, we will leave for the restaurant. We have a table under my name (Håkon
Pedersen) at the restaurant Bror Bar (Maps-link) from 19:30. You can find the menu at the website.
- PoreLab covers the food (but not drinks).

21:30 Meet at Trondheim Camping
- After Bror, we have a table at Trondheim Camping (Maps-link), a bar where you can play minigolf (if
you want to). It should be reserved under my name or "PoreLab".

Note that the program could be subject to minor/major changes.
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https://goo.gl/maps/wexNzj8k7s9zBq729
https://goo.gl/maps/wexNzj8k7s9zBq729
https://link.mazemap.com/jTKKXly7
https://link.mazemap.com/jBTElgH8
https://g.page/BrorBar?share
https://www.brorbar.no/
https://goo.gl/maps/vmou49ff3RH82EM6A

